GROE Meeting April 23-26, 2009 Tempe AZ

AGENDA
Tempe Mission Palms Hotel and Conference Center 60 E 5th St (480) 894-1400

THURSDAY EVENING:
- 7:30 PM get together in the lobby of Mission Palms Hotel – to say hello and socialize

FRIDAY
Brickyard Conference Center: 699 South Mill Ave.
All plenary sessions in Room 210; Breakouts: Rooms 210, 510, 580, 598

Breakfast on your own

8:00 AM: Meet in hotel lobby for walk to Brickyard

MORNING SESSIONS (8:30 am – Noon)
- Welcome and Introductions (plenary) – Beverly moderates
  - Set “Vision Themes” for the GROE project (plenary)
    o Burt facilitates process; Beverly moderates content
      PURPOSE: To establish priority vision themes for the project as a whole that will then serve as scaffolding for vision themes for each working group.
  - Set “Vision Themes” for each working group (concurrent break-outs)
    o Group leaders facilitate

WORKING LUNCH (Noon-1:30 PM)
- Review Working Group Vision Themes (plenary questions and comments)

AFTERNOON WORK SESSIONS (1:30-4:30 PM)
- Working Group “Preambles” Each working group prepares an outline for a preamble for their “Paper” that builds on the current state of the field and articulates a rationale for the vision themes that have been proposed for their respective topics. Include a “vision statement” for each respective priority theme.

LONG PRE-DINNER BREAK (4:30-6:00 PM) Beverly organizes a walk for those that want

DINNER (Macayo’s Depot Cantina: 300 S Ash Ave (480) 966-6677)
6:30 PM promptly: Meet in hotel lobby for walk to restaurant.

AFTER DINNER WORK SESSION – 8:30 PM - ?? (locations TBD)
- Groups write up their preamble and a 20-year vision for their topic.
- Deliverable: 1-3 page paper
SATURDAY

Breakfast on your own

8:00 AM: Meet in hotel lobby for walk to Brickyard

MORNING SESSIONS (8:30 AM – Noon) – Brickyard Room 210
- Interim reports of working groups (plenary)
- Test Bed Strategy – a short term GROE agenda item (plenary session)
  o Beverly introduces the topic
- Working Groups: Meet concurrently to discuss what needs to be accomplished to create a successful test bed as applied to your topic (break-outs)

WORKING LUNCH (Noon – 1:30 PM)
- Unstructured discussion of cross-fertilization issues

AFTERNOON WORK SESSIONS (1:30 PM – 4:30 PM)
- Working Groups begin to flesh out their “papers”
  o Response to test bed idea
  o Research agenda items; for each agenda item:
    ▪ Statement of the problem this research agenda item addresses
    ▪ Outcomes that will result from conducting such research (what problems are addressed)
    ▪ Description of specific research needs for this agenda (i.e. example CFP)

LONG PRE-DINNER BREAK (4:30-6:00 PM) Beverly organizes a walk for those that want

DINNER (Monti’s Italian Steakhouse 100 S Mill Ave (480) 478-0541)
6:30 PM promptly: Meet in hotel lobby for walk to restaurant.

AFTER DINNER WORK SESSION (9:00 PM - ??) Locations TBD
- Groups complete their papers.

SUNDAY

Breakfast on your own

8:00 AM: Meet in hotel lobby for walk to Brickyard

MORNING (8:30 AM – Noon) Brickyard Room 210
- Reports of working groups (plenary)
  o Each group leader presents the paper; Participants comment and question

LUNCH Noon – 1:00 PM (in meeting room)
Simple celebration meal for whoever has not left for the airport